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1. INTRODUCTION
This report describes the advances in the stakeholder analysis, consultation activity and data collection. This
report is structured as follows:
−

Section 1: Introduction.

−

Section 2: describes the advances performed in stakeholder identification (Activity 2.1) and in the
definition of the communication plan. In this regard, Annex I and II present the inventory of national
and local stakeholders respectively.

−

Section 3 describes the consultation activities organized to date: Inception Workshop and interviews
with key stakeholders. Annex III includes the outline of the individual meetings.

−

Section 4 presents the advances in collection of available data (Activity 1.1).

−

Section 5 summaries the field trips organized during the kick off trip.

−

Section 6 finally summarizes the advances in stakeholder analysis, consultation activity and data
collection.
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2. ADVANCES IN STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS AND COMMUNICATION PLAN
The final objective of the stakeholder analysis is to understand the role of coastal stakeholders and to ensure
that stakeholders are properly involved into the coastal management process. This analysis is the baseline to i)
identify institutional resources for coastal management (to be presented in the final study report) and ii) design
a communication plan considering different publics (presented in section 2.1.4).
This section is divided into two parts:
−

Methodology for stakeholder analysis. It describes the steps followed to conduct the stakeholder
analysis.

−

Advances in stakeholder analysis and preliminary results. This part presents the assignments already
developed and the results obtained.

−

Communication plan, describing the communication tools and dissemination mechanisms designed
for this study.

2.1. Methodology for stakeholder analysis
This section summarizes the steps followed for the stakeholder analysis. The institutional and legal assessment,
linked to the stakeholder analysis, will be presented in the final study report.
The stages for stakeholder analysis are:
−

Identification and description of stakeholders. Stakeholder identification is based on existing
reports, completed by means of Hydra methods. Then, stakeholders are briefly described according
to the information published in their official websites and other online sources.

−

Identification of key stakeholders for the ICZM Scoping Study, according to their competences on
coastal management.

−

Description of key stakeholders, based on existing information and interviews with stakeholders:
o

Institutional structure and human resources.

o

Identification of activities performed regarding coastal management (i.e.: monitoring,
license, research and development, execution of coastal works, management, etc.).

o

Description of their roles related to the license and implementation of coastal projects.

−

Analysis of institutional capabilities and constraints for coastal management in Egypt.

−

Identification of key publics and definition of the communication plan.

2.2. Advances in stakeholder analysis and preliminary results.
The assignments developed to date are:
−

Identification, validation and description of stakeholders at national level. National stakeholders
refer to any institution, organization, or group that has some interest in the coastal zone. That is,
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national stakeholders are those stakeholders with ability to act along the entire Northern Coast, not
only at specific locations, i.e. national authorities centralized in Cairo.
−

Identification and description of local stakeholders. Local stakeholders refer to those stakeholders
relevant for the management of specific Coastal Units. That is, local stakeholders have interests or
management abilities only in specific locations of the Northern Coast. Local stakeholders will
participate in the management of some Coastal Units but they do not have competences or do not
develop their activities in the whole coastal area.

−

Identification of key stakeholders.

−

Description of key stakeholders: identification of legal competences and legal/ institutional
constraints for establishment of ICZM.

−

Communication plan.

These advances are described in the following paragraphs:

2.2.1. Identification, validation and description of national stakeholders
The first step for the identification of national stakeholders was the revision of existing reports, policies and
regulations in Egypt, such as:
−

Mariut Lake and Valley ICZM Plan (2016)

−

Stakeholder Analysis. Nile Delta and Climate Change (2014)

−

PEGASO Project (2012)

−

Alexandria Coastal Zone Management Project. Social Baseline Study (2012)

−

ICZM Plan for the coastal area between Marsa – Matruh and El Sallum (2011)

−

ALAMIN Project (2009)

Based on this information, a preliminary list was elaborated. In this list, national stakeholders were classified
according to their role and competences into five typologies: authorities, civil society organizations, private
sector, and research community.
Then, the preliminary list was presented and discussed with coastal stakeholders during the Inception Workshop
(see Section 3.1). Their inputs were included into the final list of national stakeholders, presented in Annex I.
The following figure shows the distribution of national stakeholders according to their typology. As observed,
most stakeholders correspond to national authorities, followed by a large number of research centres. Regarding
authorities, it is remarkable that approximately a third of these authorities are departments of agencies of
higher-level authorities, also included into the list of national stakeholders. At national level there is no private
stakeholder. Private stakeholders will be identified at local level for each Coastal Unit.
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Distribution of national stakeholders by type

16

Authority
Civil Society Organization
Research Community

2
38

Distribution of national stakeholders by type.

Following paragraphs briefly describe the activities and competences of each type of stakeholders. Annex I
includes a brief description of each stakeholder.
National Authorities
National authorities is the largest group of stakeholders, with thirty-eight agencies and institutions. Many of
these institutions have regional branches that are not counted in this list, since they will be included into the
local stakeholders lists.
Twenty-two authorities are ministries or agencies under ministries. The Ministry of Water Resources and
Irrigation (MWRI) and the Ministry for Environment hold nine of these twenty-two agencies (≈ 25% of the total
number of authorities). This percentage is considered high since both institutions have the main competencies
on management and monitoring of water resources and on the coastal area.
There are also three National Committees (NC): 1) the High Level Committee for ICZM, 2) NC for Climate Change
and 3) NC for Risk Reduction and Disaster. There is a governmental initiative to establish Regional Committees
for ICZM at Governorate level, but it is still in process.
Civil Society Organizations
Two NGOs are included in this group. The General Federation of NGOs that coordinates the activities of different
NGOs in Egypt and provides specific training to them; and, the Friends of Environment, which focuses on the
improvement of the environmental status of Egypt.
Research Community
The sixteen research centres correspond to:
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−

Six universities, in Cairo and Alexandria.

−

Five centres affiliated with the MWRI. These centres focus on the improvement of the management
of water resources and shoreline areas.

−

Two research agencies under Ministry of Scientific Research, that conduct marine and remote
sensing research, respectively.

−

Two centres affiliated with the Ministry of Agriculture that perform scientific research for
development areas and manage meteorological networks.

−

One research agency under Ministry of Housing.

2.2.2. Identification and description of local stakeholders
A preliminary list of local stakeholders by Coastal Unit is presented in Annex II. This list includes:
−

Coastal Governorates.

−

SPA Administrations.

−

EEAA Regional Branch Offices.

−

Protectorates.

−

GAFRD Regional Branch Offices.

−

Port Authorities.

−

Private investors.

−

Egyptian companies.

Once this list is approved by ACCNDP, it will be included into the final study report.

2.2.3. Identification of key stakeholders
National and local stakeholders sum more than one hundred actors. For the purposes of this study, key
stakeholders are defined as those stakeholders with competences on the coastal area, since these stakeholders
will play an active role in the development of this study and in upcoming stages of ICZM in the Northern Coast of
Egypt. Thus, key stakeholders are defined as:
−

Stakeholders with competences on developing or implementing ICZM strategies, plans or programs.

−

Stakeholders with competences on development or executing coastal protection works.

−

Stakeholders monitoring coastal processes.

−

Stakeholders with competences on the design of future development plans in the coastal area.

According to these criteria, following stakeholders have been selected as key stakeholders for the study. This list
can be updated during the development of this study or upcoming planning stages.
−

MWRI.

−

Coastal Research Institute – CoRI- (MWRI).
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−

Shore Protection Authority -SPA- (MWRI).

−

Environmental Management Sector (Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency).

−

General Organization for Physical Planning (Ministry of Housing).

−

Tourism Development Authority (Ministry of Tourism).

−

National Centre for Planning State Land use.

−

Ministry of Defence.

−

Ministry of State for Antiquities.

−

National Institute of Oceanography and Fisheries

−

Coastal Governorates (Matruh, Alexandria, Beheira, Kafr el Sheikh, Dakahlia, Damietta, Port Said,
North Sinai, Al Sharkia and Ismailia).

Key stakeholders have provided information about their institutional structure (i.e.: organigram and human
resources), activities and roles in coastal management. This information is currently being analysed and
summarized in order to clearly describe their institutional capacities of key stakeholders and their relationships.
The main output of this assignment is a description of the stakeholder’s capabilities and relationships, together
with the identification of the main institutional constraints for the management of the Mediterranean coast of
Egypt.
Following figures present the institutional structure of EEAA and SPA, as examples of organigrams.

EEAA institutional structure.
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SPA institutional structure.

2.3. Communication plan
Once coastal stakeholders are identified, the communication plan for different key publics is summarized in this
section. The communication plan is based on three main approaches:
−

Monitoring and evaluation: it focuses on the collection of all relevant information from the study
aiming at facilitating internal and external accountability of the resources used and the results
obtained.

−

Dissemination: to raise awareness among coastal stakeholders and to circulate study results with
different audiences in order to raise achieve a broadly shared recognition and understanding of
present and future coastal issues, before developing and presenting possible solutions in further
stages of the ICZM process.

−

Consultation: it aims to collect all ideas of actors and stakeholders in order to study them for further
consideration.

In the following table the main consultation tools and dissemination mechanisms are outlined. For further details
on consultation activities already developed see next section.
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Communication tool
Monthly progress reports
and deliverables

Public project website
(English/Arabic)

Dissemination mechanism
Emails
Emails/access though
navigation in project
website
Dissemination of website
launching in IHC’s official
website and social
networks
Publicity in workshops

ICZM viewer

Communication brochure
(English/Arabic 1 per
governorate)

Approach
Monitoring and evaluation

Key stakeholders

Dissemination of Study
progresses

General public

Dissemination

Key stakeholders
General public
General public (public
access) and Key
stakeholders (private
access)

Dissemination of project
results
Dissemination of project
results
Dissemination of project
results
Dissemination and
consultation
Dissemination and
consultation
Dissemination
Monitoring and evaluation

Key and other stakeholders
General public, especially
local stakeholders

Workshops

Key and other stakeholders

Individual interviews

Key stakeholders

The study in the media
Satisfaction questionnaires

Dissemination and
consultation
Dissemination and
consultation
Consultation

Key and other stakeholders

Publicity in individual
meetings
Project website
Public and private
navigation in project
website (under
registration)
Hard copies distributed in
workshops
Soft copies available in
project website

Support forum

Target public
Client

Press releases
Distribution in workshops

General public
Key and other stakeholders

Table 1. Communication plan.

The Gannt Chart for developing the communication plan is presented in the following figure:
Gantt Chart
Communication strategy
COMMUNICATION TOOL
Progress reports
Deliverables
Project website
ICZM viewer
Support forum
English and Arabic brochures for
each coastal Governorate
Workshops Wand Meetings M
Press releases
Satisfaction quationnaires

Month 1
W1

W2

W3

July
15-24 25-31

Month 2
W4

W1

W2

W3

8-15 16-23 24-31

1-7

W2

8-15 16-23 24-30

Month 4

W3

W4

M

1-7

W2

W3

M

Month 5
W4

W1

W2

3

1-7

W3

8-15 16-23 23-30

1-7

8-15
5-6-7

4

M

W4

December

November

8-15 16-23 24-31

Communication plan, schedule.
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3. CONSULTATION ACTIVITY
Stakeholder consultation is essential to involve coastal stakeholders into the management process, and
specifically in this study, into the definition of key issues of the Mediterranean coast. Stakeholder consultation
has been promoted from the early stages of the study. This section is divided into two parts, corresponding to
the consultation activities developed during August and September 2016:
−

Inception Workshop.

−

Individual interviews with key stakeholders.

3.1. Inception Workshop
The Inception Workshop was held at the Pyramisa Hotel in Cairo, on the 17th of August 2016. The workshop
counted on the participation of 59 attendees, including representatives from diverse institutions such as the
MWRI, EEAA, Ministry of Housing, research centres and coastal governorates.
This workshop included two parts:
−

the first one devoted to present the ICZM Scoping Study to key stakeholders, and

−

the second part, focused on the development of the following participatory activities:
o

Validation of the preliminary list of national stakeholders.

o

Identification of main coastal problems in the North, Delta and North Sinai coast.

o

Identification of urban development and coastal plans.

o

Presentation of the web site.

Stakeholders actively participated in these activities and provided useful information for the upcoming stages of
the study.
The detailed description and the results of the Inception Workshop are included into the Inception Report.

Inception Workshop.

The press releases related to the Inception Workshop (5th October 2016) are available through the following
links:
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−

http://www.elwatannews.com/news/details/1466159

−

http://www.youm7.com/story/2016/10/4/4-%D8%AC%D9%87%D8%A7%D8%AA%D8%AF%D9%88%D9%84%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D8%AA%D8%A8%D8%AF%D8%A3%D8%A7%D8%B9%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%AF-%D8%AF%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%A9%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%AA%D9%83%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%81%D9%8A%D8%A9%D9%84%D9%84%D9%85%D9%86%D8%A7%D8%B7%D9%82%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B3%D8%A7%D8%AD%D9%84%D9%8A%D8%A9%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B4%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%8A%D8%A9/2907876

−

http://www.almasryalyoum.com/news/details/1019118

3.2. Interviews with key stakeholders
During September and October 2016, the Consultant arranged a set of meetings with key stakeholders (see next
table). These interviews have the following objectives:
−

To obtain information about their institutional structure and capacity.

−

To identify local stakeholders.

−

To identify and collect available data for the study.

The outline use to guide these interviews is presented in Annex III.
Following table lists the interviews carried out, the date of the interview, as well as the provision of data.
KEY STAKEHOLDER

DATE

DATA PROVIDED

EEAA
TDA
SPA
NIOF
GOPP
National Centre for Planning State
Land Use
CoRI

6 September, 2016
6 September, 2016
27 September, 2016
29 September, 2016
3 October, 2016
Contact by telephone and email

Non
Yes
Yes
Non
yes
Pending

5 October, 2016

Pending

Table 2. Individual interviews with key stakeholders.
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4. PROGRESS IN DATA COLLECTION
In order to provide a holistic understanding of the Mediterranean coast of Egypt, it is necessary to collect of all
information related with, such as data, models, projects, plans, policies and institutional arrangements.
Collecting and analysing existing information also encompasses the assessment of the data collected in terms of
implications of data availability for the development of future ICZM Plans. Data collection will be critical for the
success of later activities a special emphasis is being done in its implementation.
This section is structured into two parts:
−

Methodology for data collection.

−

Advances in data collection and preliminary results.

4.1. Methodology for data collection
The methodology followed for data collection includes the following steps:
−

Identification of data needs and potential providers of data.

−

Data search in public sources, as web sites and projects.

−

Interviews to key stakeholders (potential data providers).

−

Compilation of information and data produced by the Consultant.

−

Quality control, in order to ensure its strength and consistency.

−

Classification and analysis of collected information by topics.

4.2. Advances in data collection and preliminary results
The assignments developed to date are:
−

Identification of data needs and potential data providers.

−

Compilation of information from the Client.

−

Consultation to key stakeholders and collection of available data.

−

Compilation of data from the Consultant.

−

Compilation of data from public sources is still in process.

Data collection is still in being developed, due to the difficulty of finding some information. Therefore, data
assessment has not finalized to date and only a preliminary assessment of the compiled data has been
performed. The preliminary conclusions are:
−

Many reports and documents show interesting data, but the Consultant found many difficulties to
find the source and the provider of these data. This constraint is more significant regarding spatial
information.

−

Many spatial data have no attributes, only geometry and it is usually presented as a point features.
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−

Metocean information available only from instrumental data, which have short series of data.

−

Available information from web sites is usually only in Arabic.

−

Geoportal and web sites of coastal management projects in the Mediterranean have no
maintenance and information is not available.

−

Egyptian environmental information is usually not updated.

−

Census (CAPMAS) provides useful tabular data for the socioeconomic characterization of the coast.

Following sections summarize the data collected to date.

4.2.1. Data provided by the Client and key stakeholders.
Compiled information is listed in the following table. This table present collected data according to the data
provider, although the data come from different sources and authors, as different European and Egyptian
institutions. The references will be attached in the final report of this study.
DATA PROVIDER

NAME

FORMAT

Basic physical data for Nile Delta Governorates

pdf

Physical Parameters related to climate change along the Mediterranean coastal zone of
Egypt

pdf

Coastal Protection works on Nile Delta, as seen on Google Earth

pdf

Head Master Initiative for the Nile Delta Coastal Hydrodynamics, Sediment Transport,
Erosion, and Defense Schemes in View of Climate Change and ICZM
Head Master Initiative for the Nile Delta Coastal Hydrodynamics, Sediment Transport,
Erosion, and Defense Schemes in View of Climate Change and ICZM
Head Master Initiative for the Nile Delta Coastal Hydrodynamics, Sediment Transport,
Erosion, and Defence Schemes in View of Climate Change and ICZM
The Burullus and Baltim sand dune system and surrounding areas

ACCNDP

Study of the sedimentary environment of deposition along the Mediterranean coastal
area of Egypt
Nile Delta, including spatial information of:
Delta Governorates
Roads
Waterways
Lakes
Fish farms
Urban area
Centres
Agriculture

pdf
pdf
pdf
pdf
pdf

Mpk
(ArcGis format)

Environmental description for the Alexandria Governorate

pdf

Strategic Framework for Economic and Social Development Plan

pdf

UNEP 2015, WG407_3 Draft Mediterranean Strategy for Sustainable Development

pdf

Mohamed El Raey, Mapping Areas Affected by Sea-Level Rise due to Climate Change in
the Nile Delta Until 2100

pdf

Egypt Land use Map

jpeg

The industrial development in Alexandria report

pdf

The environmental perspective of urban development strategy of Alexandria region

pdf
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GOPP (all in
Arabic)

Strategic Development Plans for Governorates, 2008

pdf

Comprehensive Development Plan for Delta Region, 1992

pdf

Strategic Plan for Northern Coast, 2002

pdf

Strategic Plan for Northern Coast, updated 2010

pdf

Strategic Plan for the Governorate of Dakahlia, 2032

pdf

Strategic Plan for the Governorate of Kafr El-Sheikh, 2032

pdf

Regional Planning for Kafr El-Sheikh and Gharbia, 1994

pdf

Comprehensive Structural Planning for North of Delta and International Road, 1989

pdf

Development and Reconstruction Map for Egypt, 1998

pdf

Policies for dealing with urban growth in Delta

pdf

National Strategic Plan for Urban Development, 2015

pdf

Coastal and Marine Environment Studies for the Coast of Kafr El-Sheikh, 2014

pdf

Strategic Development Plan for Northern-Western Coast and Surrounding Desert Lands,
2007

pdf

Environmental Monitoring Checklists

.doc

Guidelines for the preparation of environmental assessment reports

.doc

Environmental screening “Form B” for individual hotels and resorts

pdf

Environmental monitoring system report

pdf

Best Practices Electronic Library (application)
TDA

SPA

TDA Lands in the North coast

KML

TDA Sparkling Lights

pdf

Requirements of environment protection for the Integrated and scoped development

.doc

The integrated planning of the Marsa Matrouh city 1997

pdf

Environmental Assessment for the coastal area in Rasheed and Idku 1996

pdf

Environmental analysis of the area of Fuka in Ras EL hekma - North Coast 1996

pdf

Shoreline Management Plan - Cell NW3 -2007

pdf

Shoreline Management Plan - Cell NW4 -2007

pdf

Integrated Development of Egypt's Northwestern Coastal Zone -2004

pdf

Shoreline Management Guidelines -2001

pdf

Shore Protection Master Plan for the Nile Delta -1987

pdf

Master Plan for Nile Delta -1984

pdf

Table 3. Data provided by the Client, key stakeholders and their websites.

4.2.2. Data provided by the Consultant.
The Consultant holds data and information of the Mediterranean coast of Egypt valuable for the development of
the ICZM Scoping Study. Data/information provided by the Consultant includes:
−

Metocean information for the Mediterranean coast. IH Cantabria has developed a large numerical
database of wave climate in the Mediterranean coast. Wave data are obtained from the GOW CFS
Europe database with a spatial resolution of about 12 km in the study area for the period 1979-2015
(37 years). Sea levels include astronomical tide and atmospheric surges are obtained from the GOST
database. As the other metocean data used for the study (historical wind fields, temperature, air
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pressure, etc), these data are part of the IHData database (http://www.ihdata.ihcantabria.com/).
This information will be described in the physical diagnosis of the coastal units and will be the basis
for estimation of physical impacts, such as erosion, flooding, etc.
−

Environmental and socioeconomic information in GIS format.

−

Information generated during the elaboration of the ICZM Plans for the coastal area between Marsa
Matrouh and El Sallum and Alexandria Governorate.

Besides, the Consultant is carrying out a strong effort to collect information (georeferenced data, models,
reports, plans, policies, institutional arrangements, papers,…) from public sources, as information produced
under European Union projects like CoCoNET (http://coconetgis.ismar.cnr.it/) or the NASA’s Digital Elevation
Model.
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5. FIELD TRIPS
The consultant team organized three field trips to date, with the objectives of exploring the study area and
holding meetings with different coastal practitioners and researchers. These field trips allowed understanding
the main challenges of the coastal area.
−

Field trip 1: Alexandria – Marsa Matruh, on 19th August 2016. In this field trip, the group visited
locations 1 to 5.

−

Field trip 2: Alexandra – Damietta, on 20th August 2016. The group visited locations 6 and 7.

−

Field trip 3: Abu Qir, on 21st August 2016. This visit failed due to the lack of safe access to the
Mohamed Ali wall.

Location of field visits.

5.1. Field trip 1: Alexandria – Marsa Matruh
The field trip included five visits, described below:

Visit 1: Al-Ahlam Resort (35R 697683 3411456)
The first stop was in El Ahlam resort, east to El Alamein Marina.
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Visit 1. Al-Ahlam resort.
El Ahlam resort has no public access. Under request, the manager of the resort allowed the access and showed
interest in being informed about the study. The group visited the beach of the resort accompanied by one
employee of the resort.
He explained that there are two submerged breakwaters in front of the resort that are being connected through
a new intermediate breakwater. Indeed, construction equipment was on the beach. In order to protect the
construction equipment, a temporary breakwater was build (freeboard =3.70 m), as shown in the following
figure:

Breakwaters in El Ahlam resort.
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In this area, the coast typology combines sandy beaches and consolidated parts (about 2 m. high), as shown in
the following figure:

Coastal typologies.
It is remarkable that the eastern part of the resort is built on the shoreline.
Between the first and the second visit, the group travelled along the Al Alamein sabkha. There are some dredging
and construction works on its shore.
Visit 2: II World War Italian Cemetery (35R 675803 3420394)
The second stop was in the Italian Cemetery. This historical place is a white octagonal monument to the 4,800
Italian soldiers who died in the 1942 Battle of El Alamein and those approximately 38,000 missing
(http://www.historvius.com/italian-el-alamein-memorial-566/). The coastal area is sandy and west to the
cemetery is the El-Hamra Terminal WEPCO Co.
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Left: Italian Cemetery. Right: El-Hamra Terminal WEPCO Co (viewed from the Italian Cemetery).

Visit 3: Marassi resort (35R 667391 3428941)
The third stop was in Marassi, west of El Alamein. This exclusive resort has private access.

Visit 3. Marassi resort.

The beaches are sandy and width. The sand is consolidated in the backshore. The villages in this area were
constructed from 2007.
Visit 4: Agiba beach (4a: 35N 500865 3475322 / 4b: 35N 500617 3475502 / 4c: 35N 503485 3474754)
Agiba beach is the name for two different touristic beaches: one pocket beach and one longer beach. The group
stopped in three locations: 1st) in the cliff between the long and the pocket beaches (4a); 2nd) in Agiba pocket
beach (4b); and the 3rd) location was in the longer beach (4c), in the way back to Marsa Matruh.
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Visit 4. Agiba beaches.
The Agiba pocket beach is sandy and width. The Agiba long beach is also sandy, with consolidated fine sand on
the shore. Following pictures show Agiba beaches.

Left: Agiba long beach viewed from 4a. Agiba long beach viewed from 4c.

Agiba pocket beach.
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Visit 5: Marsa Matruh (5a: 35R 518233 3470966 / 5b: 35R 521252 3470317 / 5c: 35R 523003 3469378)
The group visited three locations of the Marsa Matruh lagoon. The first (5a) was at the Cleopatra bath. The
second locations was the mouth of the lagoon (5b) and the third location was the urban beach of Marsa Matruh
(5c).

Visit 5. Marsa Matruh lagoon.

The Cleopatra Bath is a touristic attraction, especially for families with children. The coast in this area combines
sand and rocky areas, as shown in the following figure.

Cleopatra bath.

The mouth of the lagoon is sandy. When the group visited the area, the beach was crowed.
The group observed huge amount of solid waste (plastic bottles, plastic bags, rubber) on the Marsa Matruh
beach, as well sewage directly spilled from public toilets. The group also observed that the corniche is partially
built on the beach. Stakeholders identified erosion problems this area.
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Marsa Matruh beach.

5.2. Field trip 2: Alexandria – Damietta
The field trip included two visits, described below:
Visit 6: Burullus inlet (6a: 36R 308038 3495347 / 6b: 36R 307532 3496098)
The first visit of the Field Trip 2 was the inlet of Lake Burullus. This is a military area. The group observed that
there is no rocky bottom in this area and the inlet is canalized by jetties (armour units). A new harbour is being
constructed in the left side of the inlet.
Armour units protect the beach.
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Burullus inlet.

Visit 7: Pilot project of the ACCNDP (36R 381249 3483257)
The IH Cantabria – Environics team visited the Damietta pilot project on 20th August 2016, accompanied by staff
of the Shore Protection Agency (Port Said Administration). Eng. El Arabi kindly explained the characteristics of
the pilot project to the attendees.
The objective of this pilot project is to dredge the outer area of the Damietta Port, at 18 km from the coastline,
obtaining two types of sands with different uses: 1) gold sand for the nourishment of Damietta spit, and 2) black
sand for industrial uses.
For the near future, it is expected to:
−

follow this dredging scheme to the Damietta Port periodically dredge,

−

determine more nourishment areas,

−

increase the dredging depth from 15 to 18 m.

Then, Eng. El Arabi kindly explained the monitoring surveys developed by SPA and the main features and planned
developments in the coastal stretch between Damietta and Port Said.
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Visit 7. Pilot site
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6. SUMMARY OF THE PROGRESS REPORT
According to the work plan, the finish dates planned for the above-mentioned activities are:
−

Stakeholder identification (Activity 2.1): 30th September 2016.

−

Consultation activity (Task 2): 15th December. Consultation activities to date (Inception workshop
and individual interviews): 30th September.

−

Data collection (Activity 1.1): 30th September.

The advances in these activities are summarized and assessed in the following table:
PLANNED
ASSIGNMENTS
- Stakeholder
identification and
description
- Identification of key
Stakeholder
stakeholders
identification
- Compilation of
information for
institutional analysis
- Communication plan
ACTIVITY

Consultation
activity

ASSIGNMENTS
DEVELOPED

100%

- Inception workshop
- Meetings with national 100%
stakeholders

MILESTONES ACHIEVED

M11. Stakeholder’s
consultation strategy.

M3. Interviews with
stakeholders from
Egyptian institutes and
authorities.

- Interviews with
stakeholders
Data collection
100% (Data
- Revision of websites,
collection from CoRI NA
reports and projects
is pending)
- Collection of data from
stakeholders

Table 4. Summary of progress report.
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COMMENTS
Good progress in
stakeholder
identification and
analysis. The upcoming
assignments are: i) the
finalisation of
identification of local
stakeholders and, ii) the
institutional analysis.
Good progress in
consultation activity
with national
stakeholders. Meetings
with local stakeholders
will be organized in
further stages of the
study, once preliminary
results are obtained.
Good progress in data
collection. Data
collected include many
reports and documents,
but there is a lack of
numerical and spatial
information for the
whole Mediterranean
coast.
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ANNEX I: NATIONAL STAKEHOLDERS – FINAL LIST
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NAME

AFFILIATION

Climate Change Information Centre &
Renewable Energy (CCIRE)

Coast Guard Intelligence Services
Egyptian Armed Forces - Navy
Egyptian Cabinet's Information and
Decision Support Centre (IDSC)

Egyptian Meteorological Authority

SHORT DESCRIPTION
WEBSITE
AUTHORITIES
The CCICRE has been established for studying climate change and the agricultural sector, in
order to provide the accurate data necessary to the research sector and eliminate the
exchanging barriers, and to support regional countries in their adaptation and mitigation efforts. https://plus.google.com/1
It is responsible for studying the effects of climate changes on the productivity of the main
07560437867109123670
crops, water requirements, and the agricultural communities in the different agricultural
systems in Egypt.
It is part of the Egyptian Navy, is responsible for the onshore protection of public installations
http://nwp.gov.eg/
near the coast and the patrol of coastal waters to prevent smuggling.
The Egyptian Navy is the maritime branch of the Egyptian Armed Forces. The navy's missions
http://www.mod.gov.eg/
include protection of more than 2,000 kilometers of coastline of the Mediterranean Sea and
mod/
the Red Sea, defense of approaches to the Suez Canal, and support for army operations
The IDSC acting as the Egyptian Cabinet Think Tank. Its mission is to impartially support the
http://www.idsc.gov.eg/I
government decisions through advice on best policy scenario mix and analytical research to
DSC/
improve the socio-economic well-being of the Egyptian society.
The main areas of research are
1-The Numerical weather prediction
2-Seasonal forecast (including some marine forecast)
3-Air pollution
4-Surface Solar Radiation, ozone and air pollution monitoring
http://www.nwp.gov.eg/
6-Agrometeology.
In addition, the department provides a routinely 5 days weather forecast, 3 months seasonal
forecast, 4 days air pollution forecast and 15 days agrometeorolgy reports.
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General Authority for Roads, Bridges and
Land Transport

Informal settlements Development fund

Ministry of Agriculture

Ministry of
Agriculture

Ministry of Agriculture - General Authority
Ministry of
for Fish Resources Development - Head
Agriculture
quarter

Ministry of Defense - Coastal Guard
Department

Ministry of
Defense

Ministry of Housing
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The aim of GARBLT is the supervision of the existing roads and the maintenance and
construction of new roads,
activity planning and organization of land transport of passengers between regions, supervise
http://www.garblt.gov.eg
and upgradation including pace with scientific development and technological progress and in
/
line with the requirements necessary to meet the requirements of development in all fields and
improve the level of performance and achieves to take advantage of these facilities on the
technical and economic foundations.
The Fund aims to limit the slums and development, and development, and the development
http://www.isdf.gov.eg/in
needed for planning urban plan, and providing them with basic facilities, such as water,
dex.htm
sanitation and electricity.
Develops policy in the fields of agriculture, land reclamation and horizontal expansion
nationwide through planning programs to inventory land suitable for reclamation dependent on
http://www.agrwater sources identified by the Ministry of Public Works and Water Resources, according to the
egypt.gov.eg/
remediation programs.
http://www.gafrd.org/
The Authority aims at the development of the national economy in the field of fisheries and to
Tel: 02-2260-3934
establish expansion projects in this field the State's general plan framework
Licenses for fish farms and fishing activities/ fishing ports and fishing / works closely to Coastal Address:264 El Mex St,
Guard Department of the Ministry of Defense
Alwerdian, Alexandria
Responsible for development of water bodies for fish production and aquaculture.
tel. 03-4441646
Responsible of the selection of sites and management of fisheries ports.
responsible for coop
Management in lakes, as Bardawil.
societies: Mr Gamal
Hussein
• No specific mandate for coastal zone management
• Important controller for coastal zone protection (check licenses)
http://www.mod.gov.eg/
• Works closely to the Fish Authorities to control fishing fleet.
mod/
• A controlling Authority in all coastal area committees.
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It is the body responsible for:
• organizing the planning process on all levels (regional, urban, and detailed)
Ministry of • preparing planning guidelines, urban development programs and coordination of the planning
Housing,
processes all over Egypt.
http://www.moh.gov.eg/
Ministry of Housing - General
Utilities and
• monitoring the implementation of plans through cooperation with the local authorities,
en/en_design/default_en.
Organization for Physical Planning
Urban
conducting and supervising urban studies (e.g. concerning transportation system, infrastructure,
aspx
Development
waste handling and treatment plants and environmental studies)
MHIIC
• proposing and developing planning related legislations, monitoring urban extensions to stop
urban sprawl over agricultural and environmental sensitive areas
• preparing village planning strategies and policies all over Egypt.
It is the state body responsible for the overall policies of urban planning and sustainable urban
Ministry of Housing - General
development. Regional centers for planning and urban development in each economic region http://gopp.gov.eg/Maste
Ministry of
Organization for Physical Planning proceed with mandate of GOPP in each region. GOPP became responsible for the preparation of
rPages/index.aspx
Housing
Regional Urban Planning
urban development strategic plans at the national, regional and local levels.
The General Industrialization Organization (GOI) of the Ministry of Industry scheduled an urgent
Ministry of Industry and Foreign Trade plan in 1983 for control of pollution of the liquid wastes flowing to the Nile and the waterways.
General Organization for Industrial
The plan was modified in 1985 to cover the first of the waste treatment project of 25 processes
Development
in 19 factories representing the most hazardous effluents. GIO has also established an
environmental management department for the industrial sector
The goal of the Ministry is to achieving comprehensive and sustainable development and to
http://www.mold.gov.eg/
Ministry of Local Development
overcome the development gaps among the provinces to bring about a balance between those
arabic/default.htm
provinces with a view to raising the standard of living for citizens.
The ministry promotes sustainable economic development and social justice through effective
Ministry of planning, management and distribution of public investment, and development of frameworks
http://www.mop.gov.eg
Ministry of Planning
Planning
for the participation of civil society and the private sector. The ministry is also involved in the
approval of projects, their budgets and in the mobilisation of international financing.
Ministry of Social Affairs
Register and supervise societies and associations concerning social groups and tribes
http://www.moss.gov.eg
Protect and promote the cultural heritage of Egypt, both independently and in cooperation with
Ministry of national and international organizations. To achieve its goals, it formulates and implements all
Ministry of State for Antiquities - Supreme
State for
policies concerned with antiquities; issues guidelines and permits for the excavation,
Council of Antiquities
Antiquities
restoration, conservation, documentation, and study of sites and monuments; and manages a
country-wide system of antiquities museums.
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Ministry of Environment - Egyptian
Environmental Affairs Agency Environmental Management Sector
(ICZM)
Ministry of Environment - Egyptian
Environmental Affairs Agency - Head
quarter (EEAA)
Ministry of Environment - Egyptian
Environmental Affairs Agency - Climate
Change Central Department
Ministry of Environment - Egyptian
Environmental Affairs Agency - Nature
Conservation Sector

Ministry of Tourism- Tourist Development
Authority

According to Law No 4 for the year 1994, EEAA was given specifically the authority to
participate with the concerned agencies and ministries in the preparation of a National
http://www.eeaa.gov.eg/
Integrated Coastal Zone Management Plan for the Egyptian coastal zone and the responsibility
of initiating and co-coordinating national ICZM activities.
According to Law No 4 for the year 1994, EEAA was given specifically the authority to participate
Ministry of with the concerned agencies and ministries in the preparation of a National Integrated Coastal
http://www.eeaa.gov.eg/
Environment Zone Management Plan for the Egyptian coastal zone and the responsibility of initiating and cocoordinating national ICZM activities.

Ministry of
Environment

Ministry of
Environment

It is the central department of the EEAA for climate change.

http://www.eeaa.gov.eg/

Ministry of
Environment

It is the sector of the EEAA for nature protection.

http://www.eeaa.gov.eg/

Ministry of
Tourism

Protects coastal zone areas against touristic activities (primarily along the Red Sea Coast).
Provides assistance for Environmental Impact Assessment studies of coastal Tourist
Development activities.

http://www.tda.gov.eg/M
ainPages/HomePageEg.aspx /
http://www.tourism.gov.e
g

Supervises the setting of investment plans and planning budgets for the activity of ports and
lighthouses' sector in Egypt, and follows up the ports' expansion, development and
establishment projects in the framework of the country's general plan.

http://mts.gov.eg/en/con
tent/11-The-CentralAdministration-for-Portsand-Lighthouses

Ministry of Transportation - Marine and
Ministry of
Harbour Authority (The Central
Transportation
Administration for Ports and Lighthouses)
Ministry of Transportation - Marine
Transport Sector

Ministry of
Responsible for Ports, all kind of ports, host the National Committee for dumping and dredging.
Transportation
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Ministry of Water Resources and
Irrigation - Drainage Projects Authority

MWRI

Ministry of Water Resources and
Irrigation - General Egyptian Authority for
the High Dam and Aswan reservoir

MWRI

Ministry of Water Resources and
Irrigation - Headquarter
Ministry of Water Resources and
Irrigation - Headquarter - Ground Water
Sector

MWRI
MWRI
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Develop five-year plans and annual Board of Exchange and covered.
Agricultural land case study and determine the extent of their need for the implementation of
drainage projects and set priorities for implementation.
Collecting data and conducting studies and research necessary to design tiled drainage
networks, create or expand and deepen or modify the exposed banks as well as the necessary
industrial business generated at these banks, develop designs pumps sewage plants, for
replacement and renovation of tiled drainage networks.
http://www.mwri.gov.eg
Design and implementation of public drainage systems and sewage treatment plants and
/epadpfc.aspx&usg=ALkJr
occluded.
hjpSJp18GPB8PaJJEruNxsT
The maintenance of public sanitation and overlying networks.
YooEtw
Manufacturing plastic pipes for sewage plants overlying body.
Implementation of protecting waterways from pollution law with regard to agricultural drainage
network.
Cooperation with specialized institutes in the field of exchange.
Authority to raise the efficiency of workers by providing specialized practical courses in the field
of exchange.
Educate beneficiaries farmers sewerage and trained on how to operate and maintain.
Study and implementation of complementary projects and emerging needs of the High Dam.
Operation of the High Dam for the passage of behavior required of water
http://www.mwri.gov.eg
Static Control and Dynamic High Dam and its accessories.
/institutionsMaintenance of the High Dam and Aswan Reservoir.
EgyptianPublicAuthorityfo
Calculate the amount of water contained in Lake Nasser, and measure the speed and direction
rtheHighDamandAswanRe
and estimate their losses.
servoir.aspx
Study silt deposited in Lake Nasser and estimating quantities
Seismological in the Aswan region and to study their impact on the body of the High Dam.
http://www.mwri.gov.eg
The ministry in charge of managing the water resources of the Arab Republic of Egypt.
/
It is in charge of groundwater management and the issuance of licences to establish a well.

http://www.mwri.gov.eg
/Services/ugwater.aspx
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Ministry of Water Resources and
Irrigation - Survey Authority

MWRI

National Center for Planning State LandUse

Cabinet of
Ministries

National Services Projects Agency

Northern Protected areas office
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The establishment of networks of triangles with their nuances and audited to reach the standard
level of precision.
Measuring and different budgets account in order to determine highs and lows for the study
projects.
http://www.mwri.gov.eg/
The measurement and the calculation of the local gravity.
Action ephemeris.
EgyptianPublicAuthorityfo
Create and print maps topographic survey of Egypt Air.
rSurvey.aspx
Create and print detailed maps of cities and villages Ground and aerial survey.
A review of the basic maps periodically to introduce new developments and properties that
create them.
Aljgracah composition of maps and atlases in order to be used in different studies.
• Support the state land use decision making in order to achieve the best benefit from the
economic, human resources, environment, etc.
• Prepare detailed maps for state land usages outside the Zemam in accordance with general
plan map
https://www.facebook.co
• Prepare applications for identifying state land uses relying on GIS
m/pages/NCPSLU/166612
• Working on forming unified measurement system for the GIS in the state
430194842?rf=137710463
• Working on automating all the NCPSLU activities while considering the confidentiality and
2524291
securing the information
www.ncpslu.gov.eg
• Creating a dynamic website to link the center with different stakeholders
• Activating the coordination between ministries regarding the state land management
(NCPSLU)
The NMA shall support the Egyptian nuclear program for peaceful uses and energy production
through:
• Assessing the already discovered resources
http://www.nspo.com.eg/
• Executing the proper milling processes to produce the yellow cake
• Extending the exploration works to cover new areas and to discover new resources
Moreover, we managed to build a worldwide cooperation network with distinguished
international institutions and universities.
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Nuclear Materials Authority

Surface Water Police

Friends of the Environment

The General Federation of NGOs

High Level Committee for Integrated
Coastal Zone Management (Private
Sector, NGO and an Expert)

The NMA shall support the Egyptian nuclear program for peaceful uses and energy production
https://www.facebook.co
through:
m/pages/Nuclear• Assessing the already discovered resources
Materials-Authority• Executing the proper milling processes to produce the yellow cake
Egypt/579609878764658
• Extending the exploration works to cover new areas and to discover new resources
It is a special police force for enforcement of law 48 and
protection of the environment in general. The inland water police provide guidance to
citizens and take enforcement actions for violations of environmental laws. Law 4/1994
http://www.moiegypt.go
provides additional authority for this environmental police force, specifying that the MOI
v.eg/arabic/default
shall form a police force specialized in environmental protection within the ministry and
in its security departments in the governorates (article 65 of the executive regulations)
CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANIZATIONS
Friends of the Environment Society is a Developmental Not Governmental Organization working
Independent for preservation, improvement and development of the environment. And work to maintain and http://www.fedaeg.com/
defend the environmental rights of civil society
• Development a general perception of the role of NGOs in the implementation of development
programs.
http://www.fngo.org.eg/
• Conduct the required studies for providing the fund needed for NGOs resources development.
NGO/
• Organize technical training programs for NGO's administrative staff and members in
coordination with the regional and local Federations and NGO's
NATIONAL COMMITTEES
A National Committee for Integrated Coastal Zone Management (NCICZM) was set up, and the
Secretariat of this Committee was established under the Environment Management Sector of
the EEAA. One of the major tasks of the National Committee for ICZM is to develop a
programme for the development of a national ICZM Plan. The role of EEAA in the Committee is
http://www.eeaa.gov.eg/
to review the Environmental Impact Assessment reports and provide the environmental license
for all projects located within the coastal zone area, develop coastal zone management
guidelines as well as chairing the National Integrated Coastal Zone Management Committee
(NICZMC).

National Committee for Climate Change
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• Propose and develop policies and national frameworks for crisis management and disaster risk
reduction.
• Strengthen the technical and scientific capacity to develop and apply methods, studies and
models to ensure assessment of vulnerability, and the impact of geological hazards, air and http://www.crisismanage
water, and climate.
ment.idsc.gov.eg/Orgdeta
National Committee for Risk Reduction The Ministers
• promote the use of and provide the most advanced technology in order to support crisis and
ils.aspx?PkOrgID=2
and Disaster
Cabinet
disaster management and risk reduction.
https://www.unisdr.org/p
• strengthen and improve cooperation between the scientific community and workers in the
artners/countries/egy
field of crisis and disaster management and risk reduction.
• Develop a national program to provide easy-to-understand information about the dangers of
disasters, and Filter Options Prevention (CDC), and made available to the citizens.
RESEARCH COMMUNITY
http://www.aast.edu/en/
The Academy is a regional university operated by the Arab League. The Academy's campus in
Arab Academy for Science, Technology
colleges/cfta/
Alexandria includes collages for Maritime Transport, and Fisheries Technology and Aquaculture. http://www.aast.edu/en/
and Maritime Transport - Alexandria
colleges/comt/
The research topics include: Upgrading slums, low - cost housing, urbanism in the desert
environment, urban Development, Urban green eco-friendly, databases and information, solar
Housing and Building National Research
Ministry of
energy , new energy and Almottagdh, urban development legislation for the construction sector http://www.hbrc.edu.eg/
Center
Housing
to maintain the facilities strategy, Potable Water and Wastewater Treatment
Supporting research codes
The center aims at performing scientific research and technological activities to serve desert
Ministry of
Desert Research Center
reclamation and development policies in Egypt. Another aim is to serve local and international http://www.drc.gov.eg/
Agriculture
communities in promoting livelihood of people in these areas.
www.helwan.edu.eg/Engl
Helwan University is a public university based in Helwan, Egypt, which is part of Greater Cairo. It
ish/
Helwan University / Cairo
comprises 21 faculties as well as 50 research centers. It is generally known for its engineering
https://www.facebook.co
and business study courses. Especially notable are its Faculties of Engineering (there are two);
m/HelwanUniversity
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Institute of Graduate Studies and
Research - Alexandria University

Ministry of Agriculture - Agriculture
Research Center - Central Laboratory for
Agricultural Climate Institute

Ministry of
Agriculture

Ministry of Water Resources and
Irrigation - National Water Research
Centre

MWRI

Ministry of Water Resources and
Irrigation - National Water Research
Centre - Coastal Research Institute

MWRI
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IGSR was established in 1983 with two academic departments: department of Environmental
Studies and department of Materials Science. It provides graduate programs in the areas within
the modern system and research studies based on different and overlapping goals and achieve http://www.igsr.alexu.ed
the national policy, which would qualify the cadres of scientific creative and distinguished, and
u.eg/
mastering new technologies to a high degree Alkqaip and cutting-edge research is able to
https://www.facebook.co
provide innovative solutions to the problems of industry and the production sectors and to
m/IGSR.AlexU.Edu.Eg/
provide scientific consultations in specialized areas and upgrading the skills of those staff
through education and ongoing training.
Manage a meteorological network covering cultivated area in Egypt, including the old land and http://www.arc.sci.eg/Ins
newly reclaimed.
tsLabs/ResDetails.aspx?Or
Conducting research on the various applications of agro-meteorological daily data to serve the gId=23&lang=en&ResID=6
agricultural activities in the short and long terms
8403
Established by Presidential Decree in 1975, with its eleven research institutes (Groundwater
Research Institute, Water Distribution & Irrigation System research Institute, among others)
databases for marine ecosystems
•Study, outline and propose long-term policies for managing water resources.
•Solve the technical and applied problems associated with general policies for irrigation,
http://www.nwrcdrainage and water resources.
egypt.org/
• Carry out investigations and research work connected with the extension of agricultural lands.
• Find the means for utilizing the water resources of the country in the most efficient and costeffective way.
•Propose measures for environmentally sound development of the irrigation and drainage
systems.
Monitor the evolution of the Egyptian northern coast, to study the dynamics of its shores and to
find out the most efficient and cost-effective control works to protect the heavily populated
areas with their valuable agricultural land, industrial establishment and infrastructure from
http://www.nwrcerosion problems, as well as from siltation of the outlets of the northern lakes. In addition, the
egypt.org/Institute2.html
Coastal Research Institute provides expert advice to the Egyptian Government in problems
associated with coastal instability and coastal zone management for the Mediterranean and Red
Sea.
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Ministry of Water Resources and
Irrigation - National Water Research
Centre - Survey Research Institute

Ministry of Water Resources and
Irrigation - National Water Research
Centre - Water Resources Research
Institute

Ministry of Water Resources and
Irrigation - Shore Protection Authority

National Authority for Remote Sensing
and Space Science

The principal goals of SRI are to adopt, develop, and incorporate modern methods of computer
aided field surveying and data processing with the aim of accelerating the production and
http://www.nwrcupdating various types of maps. In addition, the SRI serves as a central organization for
egypt.org/Institute2.html
MWRI
developing and applying all modern aspects of geodesy, photogrammetric, remote sensing and
http://www.nwrcgeographic Information systems for the purpose of improving the methodology , accuracy and
egypt.org/sri
reliability of the survey works in Egypt.
The main goals of the institute are to propose policies leading to more efficient use of water
resources in terms of methods used for distribution and management of irrigation water,
http://www.wrri.org.eg/
MWRI
determination of water consumption of agricultural crops under different climatic conditions
http://www.nwrcand development methods and systems of irrigation networks with the economic and social
egypt.org/
changes implications
Managing the shoreline in coastal areas that are threatened by erosion.
It develops shorelines management plans, designs projects for shore protection and all studies http://www.mwri.gov.eg/
MWRI
ShoreProtectionflowchart.
for shore protection,
Issues license for projects to be located in the set-back area according to existing laws and
aspx
regulations.
NARSS is an outreach institution with two large sectors for remote sensing applications and
space science and technology. The sector of remote sensing application works on the use of data
provided by earth observation satellites and various airborne sensors to produce maps and
Ministry of
spatial data for various applications such as the evaluation and monitoring of natural resources,
State for
http://www.narss.sci.eg/
natural hazards and environmental management. The sector of space science and technology is
Scientific
concerned with the development of sensors to be mounted on the earth observation satellites,
Research
satellite subsystems and space research. The sector is alsoconcerned with the control and
communication with the satellites as well as receiving the data for archiving and dissemination.
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National Institute of Oceanography &
Fisheries

Ministry of
State for
Scientific
Research

National Research Institute for Astronomy
and Geophysics
University of Alexandria - Faculty of
Science - Environmental studies Sciences
University of Alexandria - Faculty of
Science - Oceanography Department

Alexandria
University

I) Maintaining, promoting and conserving the water envitonments and their natural resources
through:
• Providing data information about the Egyptian aquatic areas.
•Studing and monitoring the physical, chemical biological changes in the Egyptian waters,
II) Promoting the fish production as main food source through:
•Exploting the natural resources in a rational manner
•Discovering new fishing grounds
http://www.niof.sci.eg/
•Developing the fishing gears and methods for mid- and deep-water fisheries managements to
protect the fish stocks
III) Increasing fish productivity through:
•Developing and introducing new methods of fish culture in marine floating aquaculture cages
•Developing fish hatcheries and increasing their productivities
•Intensifying research on protecting fishes against fish diseases, and keeping a high rate of fish
production
NRIAG is a national astronomical, geophysical and environmental sciences research
establishment with more than 110 years of successful history, making it the oldest research http://www.nriag.sci.eg/
institute in North Africa.
The research strategy of the department includes specialized and interdisciplinary aspects of http://www.sci.alexu.edu.
Environmental Sciences, and gives a priority to studying the environmental problems of
eg/ar/departments/Defau
Alexandria city, and its hinterland and sea.
lt.aspx?Dept=3
http://www.sci.alex.edu.e
g/En/Departments/Defaul
Concerned with multidisciplinary training, education and research in oceanography.
t.aspx?Dept=6
Table 5. Final list of national stakeholders.
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ANNEX II: LOCAL STAKEHOLDERS – PRELIMINARY LIST
Coastal
Unit

Name

Sector

Type

Short description

Website

The protectorate is located in Matrouh Governorate on the Mediterranean coast and
is managed by a cooperation of the Ministry of Environment, Ministry of Defense,
Ministry of Tourism, Ministry of Petroleum, Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of
Culture, Matruh governorate and the National Center for Planning State Land Uses.

www.eeaa.gov.eg

Representing the Government mandates and power in Matruh Governorate borders.
Matruh Governorate is located on the Mediterranean coast and is the authority
representing the State in the ownership of Lake Siwa and its surrounding land.

http://www.matrouh.gov.eg/

CU 01

Sallum Protectorate

Environmental

Authority

CU 01

NGO El Sallum

NGO

Civil Society
Organization

Reclamation Farms
CU 01 Surrounding Sidi Barrani
City

Farms

Private sector

Reclamation Farms
Surrounding Salum City

Farms

Private sector

CU 01
CU 01
CU 02
CU 03
CU 04
CU 05
CU 06
CU 01
CU 02
CU 03
CU 04
CU 05
CU 06
CU 01
CU 02
CU 03

Matruh Governorate

Administration

Authority

Shore Protection
Authority - Matruh
Administration

Shoreline

Authority

EEAA West Delta
Regional Branch Office
in Alexandria

Environment

Authority
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Preparation of general plans for activities and projects to protect beaches
Laying the foundations for the facilities that are held on the beaches.
Monitor and follow up the business executive and the work required for the beaches http://www.mwri.gov.eg/ShorePro
of maintenance.
tectionflowchart.aspx
Exchange of information on the protection of beaches with research agencies and
houses of local and foreign expertise.
Acts on behalf of EEAA in Environmental preservation
1. Implement directives of the State Minister of Environmental Affairs (SMEA) and the
http://www.eeaa.gov.eg/
CEO of EEAA.
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CU 04
CU 05
CU 06
CU 07
CU 08

CU 01
CU 02
CU 03
CU 04
CU 05
CU 06
CU 07
CU 08

2. Follow-up implementation of Environmental law, in collaboration with local
agencies.
3. Strengthen coordination and collaboration links among EEAA and the governorates.
4. Strengthen principles of partnership and enablement of all parties in the society as
partners in protection and management of the environment.
5. Undertake whatever tasks assigned / delegated to them by the CEO of EEAA.
6. Support sustainable development management systems.
7. Consider economic dimension of environmental protection and application of clean
technologies.

GAFRD Western Region

Fishing

Authority

Reclamation Farms
CU 02 Surrounding Sidi Barrani
and Salum City

Farms

Private sector

CU 03

NGO Marsa Matrouh

NGO

Civil Society
Organization

CU 03

Industrial Zone Matruh

Industrial

Private sector

CU 03

Andalucia Resort

Resorts

Private sector

CU 03

Porto Matruh Resort

Resorts

Private sector
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Covers Alexandria, Beheira and Matrouh Governorates
Responsible for Matruh, Alexandria and Beheira) The Authority aims at the
development of the national economy in the field of fisheries and to establish
expansion projects in this field the State's general plan framework
Licenses for fish farms and fishing activities/ fishing ports and fishing / works closely
to Coastal Guard Department of the Ministry of Defense
Responsible for development of water bodies for fish production and aquaculture.
Responsible of the selection of sites and management of fisheries ports.
Management in lakes, as Bardawil.

http://www.gafrd.org/

https://www.facebook.com/marsa
matrouh7/
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CU 03

Hotel Carols Beau
Rivage Matrouh

CU 04 Al Fouka Industrial Zone

Resorts

Private sector

Industrial

Private sector

CU 04

Jaz Almaza resor

Resorts

Private sector

CU 04

Al Abd Resort

Resorts

Private sector

CU 05

Reclamation Farms
Surrounding Al Dabaa
City

Farms

Private sector

CU 05

Marassi

Resorts

Private sector

CU 05

Sidi Abd Al Rahman

Resorts

Private sector

CU 05

Hacienda Bay

Resorts

Private sector

CU 06

Petroleum General
Egyptian Authority. El
Hamra Petroleum Port

Port
management

Authority

CU 06

Marina

Resorts

Private sector

CU 06

Lotus Village

Resorts

Private sector

CU 06

Badr village

Resorts

Private sector
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A hotel on the Mediterranean 200 km west of Alexandria, with direct acces to a sandy
http://www.carolsbeaurivage.com/
beach and the waters of Marsa Matrouh.

Administrator of El Hamra Petroleum Port
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CU 06

Reclamation Farms
Surrounding Al
Hammam City

Farms

CU 07 Alexandria Governorate Administration

Private sector

Authority

CU 07

Lake Mariut
Development
Committee

Fishing

Authority

CU 07

Alexandria Port
Authority

Port
management

Authority
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Representing the Government mandates and power in Alexandria Governorate
borders.

http://www.alexandria.gov.eg/Alex
/english/index.aspx
https://www.facebook.com/pages/
AlexandriaGovernorate/121992677885755

On a local level, in conformity with Law no. 124 of 1983, the General Authority for Fish
Resources Development established the LMDC. The tasks of the Committee are to
plan, supervise and implement development programs for the Lake and to make field
visits to the Lake to detect any violation. Due to its limited mandate, membership and
representation, its role has been limited to regulate fish catch, develop fish
http://www.gafrd.org/
production and protect the interests of the fishermen community. It includes
members from Universities, NGOs, research centers, Alexandria governorate local
council, General Organization for Sanitary Drainage, EEAA and fishermen association
(NIOF, EEAA, Alex Gove, MWRI, Environment Police Force, Fishermen Syndicate, Lake
Mariout Fishermen
Cooperative, and Fishermen Sheikhs).
Alexandria port authority takes precedence over A.R.E ports with regard s to the
volume of trade traffic where about 60% of Egypt foreign trade is handled through it.
Alexandria city is located at the western edge of the river Nile between the
Mediterranean sea and Maryout lake and is considered second important city in the
Arab Republic of Egypt and its main port where three fourth of the country’s foreign
trade passes through it. There are two ports at Alexandria :( Eastern port) and
http://www.apa.gov.eg/index.php?
(Western port) with a peninsula separating in between. The former port is shallow
lang=en
and thus not used in navigation, where it has not been upgraded or developed for
several years. Yet a comprehensive plan has been set forth to totally develop it
APA includes two ports:
Alexandria Port
El-Dekheila Port
APA The mission of the APA is to contribute to the economic development of Egypt by
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fostering and estimulating waterborne commerce and shipment of freight. It manages
the maritime affairs of Alexandria and acommodates the volume of imports by sea
through the provision f adequate docking and cargo handling/storage facilities, It also
assists in the promotion of tourism through the provision of appropiate arrival and
departure facilities for cuirse ship passengers.
CU 07

Reclamation Farms in
Borg Al Arab

Farms

Private sector

CU 07

Mariut Fish Farms

Fish Farms

Private sector

CU 07

Al Ameria Industrial
Zone

Industrial

Private sector

CU 07

Al Margham Industrial
zone

Industrial

Private sector

CU 07

Borg Al Arab

Industrial

Private sector

CU 07

Sidi Kerir

Industrial

Private sector

CU 07

Iberotel Borg El Arab

Resorts

Private sector

CU 07

Radisson Blu Hotel

Resorts

Private sector

CU 07
CU 08?

Shore Protection
Authority - Alexandria
Administration

Shoreline

Authority
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Preparation of general plans for activities and projects to protect beaches
Laying the foundations for the facilities that are held on the beaches.
Monitor and follow up the business executive and the work required for the beaches http://www.mwri.gov.eg/ShorePro
tectionflowchart.aspx
of maintenance.
Exchange of information on the protection of beaches with research agencies and
houses of local and foreign expertise.
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Representing the Government mandates and power in Al Beheira Governorate
borders. The governorate is located on the Mediterranean coast and west of the
Rosetta branch of the Nile. Moreover, Beheira Governorate is the authority
representing the State in the ownership of Lake Idku and its surrounding land.

CU 08

Beheira Governorate

Administration

Authority

CU 08

Central administration
for the fishing wealth
affairs in the western
area El Beheira Area.

Port
management
Fishing

Authority

CU 08

Egyptian Company for
Liquefied Natural Gas

Port
management

Egyptian
company

CU 08

Fish Farms by Idko Lake

Fish Farms

Private sector

CU 08 Idko City Industrial Zone

Industrial

Private sector

CU 08

Abu Qir Industrial zone

Industrial

Private sector

CU 08

Edko for Liquified
Natural Gas Company

Industrial

Private sector

CU 08

Rosetta Oil Company

Industrial

Private sector

CU 08

Petrojet CompanyPetrojet Ma’adiya

Port
management

Private sector

Administrator of El Maadiya Petroleum Port

CU 09

EEAA Gharbeya
Regional Branch
Office

Environment

Authority

Covers (Gharbeya, Menoufya and) Kafr El Sheikh Governorate. Also called
Middle Delta regional Branch Office.

CU 09

Burullus Protectorate

Environmental

Authority

Lake Burullus is a protected area stretching over 460 Km2, located in Kafr el-Sheikh
Governorate.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behe
ira_Governorate
https://www.facebook.com/pages/
BeheiraGovernorate/200148210031526?fr
ef=ts

Administartor of ELNG Petroleum Port

www.eeaa.gov.eg
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Central Administration
CU 09 for fishing wealth affairs
in Mid Delta Area

Port
management
Fishing

Authority

Administration of El Brols Fishing Port.
A fishing seaport for El Brols under construction. Established by Kafr El-sheikh
Governorate, upon the resolution of the Prime Minister 2039/2002 for allocating the
port area as a public interest project.
http://www.pgesco.com/burullusThe power plant is owened by the Egyptian Elctrecity Holding company and
combined-cycle-power-plant-4800implemented by The Power Generation Engineering and Services Company (PGESCo).
mw/

CU 09

Egyptian Electrecity
Holding Company Burullus Power plant

Electricity

Egyptian
company

CU 09

Reclamation Farms By
Al Burullus

Farms

Private sector

CU 09

Reclamation Farms by
Burj Mighazil Village

Farms

Private sector

CU 09

Motobas City Industrial
Zone

Industrial

Private sector

CU 09
CU 10

Kafr el Sheikh
Governorate

Administration

Authority

CU 09
CU 10

GAFRD Central Delta

Fishing

Authority

CU 09
CU 10?

Shore Protection
Authority - Kafr el
Sheikh Administration

Shoreline

Authority
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Representing the Government mandates and power in Kafr el Sheikh Governorate
borders. Kafr el Sheikh Governorate is the authority representing the State in the
ownership of Lake Burullus and its surrounding land.

www.kafrelsheikh.gov.eg/default.a
spx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kafr_
El_Sheikh_Governorate
https://www.facebook.com/pages/
Kafr-el-Sheijgobernaci%C3%B3n/23564164645
0153

Preparation of general plans for activities and projects to protect beaches
Laying the foundations for the facilities that are held on the beaches.
Monitor and follow up the business executive and the work required for the beaches http://www.mwri.gov.eg/ShorePro
of maintenance.
tectionflowchart.aspx
Exchange of information on the protection of beaches with research agencies and
houses of local and foreign expertise.
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CU 10

Agriculture
Cooperatives

Farms

Private sector

CU 10

Reclamation Farms
Near New Mansora City

Farms

Private sector

CU 10

Fish Farms Near Baltim
City

Fish Farms

Private sector

CU 10

Fish Farms near
Burullus

Fish Farms

Private sector

CU 10

Fish Farms near
Mansora City

Fish Farms

Private sector

CU 10

Gamasa Industrial Zone

Industrial

Private sector

CU 10

Gezzert Al Waard

Resorts

Private sector

CU 10
CU 11
CU 12

EEAA East Delta
Regional Branch Office
in Dakahleya

Environment

Authority

CU 10
CU 12

Dakahlia Governorate

Administration

Authority

CU 11

Damietta Governorate

Administration

Authority

CU 11

GAFRD Damietta Area

Fishing

Authority
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Covers Dakheila and Damietta Governorates

Representing the Government mandates and power in Al Dakahlia Governorate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behe
borders. Dakahlia Governorate is located on the Mediterranean coast and is one of
ira_Governorate
the authorities representing the State in the ownership of Lake Manzala and its
https://www.facebook.com/pages/
surrounding land.
Behera/200148210031526
Representing the Government mandates and power in Damietta Governorate
borders.
http://www.domyat.gov.eg/
Damietta is a coastal Governorate and is one of the authorities representing the State
in the ownership of Lake Manzala and its surrounding land.
Responsible for Damietta Governorate
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CU 11 Damietta Port Authority

CU 11

CU 11
CU 12

Industrial Area in New
Damietta

Shore Protection
Authority - Port Said
Administration

Damietta port is considered one of the oldest ports in Egypt since pharaohs’ time,
where the French during their attack on Egypt has found pharaohs’ monuments at
Damietta (part on Narous statue) made of granite and which has been moved
afterwards to Luver museum.

Port
management

Authority

Industrial

Private sector

Shoreline

Damietta port has been established to take off load on Egyptian ports, and studies
and executive works for such a giant project have started and the project has become
a reality and was inaugurated in 1986 and has become since then the most important
port East the Mediterranean

Authority

http://www.mts.gov.eg/en/conten
t/29-Damietta-Port-Authorities
http://www.dpa.gov.eg/

Preparation of general plans for activities and projects to protect beaches
Laying the foundations for the facilities that are held on the beaches.
Monitor and follow up the business executive and the work required for the beaches http://www.mwri.gov.eg/ShorePro
of maintenance.
tectionflowchart.aspx
Exchange of information on the protection of beaches with research agencies and
houses of local and foreign expertise.
Representing the Government mandates and power in Al Sharkeya Governorate
borders.
http://www.sharkia.gov.eg/default
Al Sharkeya Governorate is one of the authorities representing the State in the
.aspx
ownership of Lake Manzala's surrounding land.
Representing the Government mandates and power in Port Said Governorate borders.
http://www.portsaid.gov.eg/Defau
Port Said is a coastal Governorate and is one of the authorities representing the State
lt.aspx
in the ownership of Lake Manzala and its surrounding land.

CU 12

Al Sharkia Governorate Administration

Authority

CU 12

Port Said Governorate

Administration

Authority

CU 12

EEAA Sharkia Regional
Branch Office

Environment

Authority

Covers Sharkia Governorate

CU 12

Ashtom Al Gamil
Protectorate

Environmental

Authority

Ashtoum El-Gameel Protectorate is located 7 km west of Port Said city on the coastal
Port Said-Damietta road, and on the north east of Lake Manzala, with a surface area
of 180 Km2.

www.eeaa.gov.eg

CU 12

Suez Canal Authority

Port
management

Authority

The SCA is a public and an independent authority of a juristic personality. It has all the
authorities needed for running the Canal without being limited by the laws and the

http://www.suezcanal.gov.eg/
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systems of the government. The SCA manages, operates, uses, maintains and
improves the Suez Canal.

CU 12

Port Said - Fishing Sea
Port

Port
management
Fishing

Authority

CU 12

Reclamation Farms

Farms

Private sector

CU 12

Fish Farms in Port Foad

Fish Farms

Private sector

CU 12

Ezbat El Borg Fishing
Market

Industrial

Private sector

CU 12

Morgan Resort in Port
Foad and Port Said

Resorts

Private sector

CU 12

Marhabah Resort in
Port Foad and Port Said

Resorts

Private sector

CU 12

Al-Batros resort in Port
Foad and Port Said

Resorts

Private sector

CU 12

Al Radwan Resort in
East Port Said New City

Resorts

Private sector

CU 12
CU 14

Port Said Port
Authorities

Port
management

Authority
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The port is adjacent to suez canal entrance (from Port Said) located in the residential
area on the west bank of Seus canal northen entrance and it is affiliated to the
General Authority for Fishing Resources east of Port Said Governorate since 1988.
Components 4 U shaped docks, the fourth dock does not operate and has no berths.
Port Activity A fishing seaport in the Mediterranean Sea.
Establishment Date 1957

Adminsitrator of Port Said Port, east Port Said Port and Arish Port.
Port Said port is considered one of the most important Egyptian ports on the
http://www.mts.gov.eg/en/conten
Mediterranean sea due to its geographical site where it is located on the Eastern
t/28/1-105-Port-Said-Portentrance of the Suez canal, and also on the entrance of the biggest global navigational
Authority
channel (the Suez Canal) and at the mid of biggest commercial navigational channel
www.psd.gov.eg
linking Europe with the East and it is also considered biggest crossing traffic port in
the world.
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The port is bordered by an illusory line seawards reaching as from the end of the
western barrier of Suez Canal channel until the end of the Eastern barrier of the canal
from the sea side. Whereas southwards an illusory line extends from the end of the
Link channel reaching to Eastern side of the Suez Canal
CU 13

Port Said Industrial
Zone

CU 13 Salt Lakes in Al Bardawil

Industrial

Private sector

Industrial

Private sector

CU 13
CU 14

North Sinai
Governorate

Administration

Authority

Representing the Government mandates and power in North Sinai Governorate
borders. North Sinai Governorate is located on the Mediterranean Coast and is the
authority representing the State in the ownership of Lake Bardawil and its
surrounding land.

CU 13
CU 14

EEAA Suez Regional
Branch Office

Environment

Authority

Covers Port Said and North Sinai coastal Governorates (and Suez, Ismailia,
and South Sinai)

The Zaranik protectorate is a wetland stretching over a 250 km2 located along Egypt's
Mediterranean coast in north Sinai governorate.
The Zaranik Protectorate lies at the eastern end of Lake Bardawil on the Sinai
Mediterranean coast and is a major bottleneck for migrating 270 recorded waterbirds
due to its location and the Zaranik Lagoon.

CU 13
CU 14

Zaranik Protectorate

Environmental

Authority

CU 14

Reclamation Farms in
Raffah

Farms

Private sector

CU 14

Reclamation Farms in Al
Shekh Zuwaid

Farms

Private sector
Table 6. List of local stakeholders.
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http://www.northsinai.gov.eg/hom
e.aspx

www.eeaa.gov.eg
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ANNEX III: OUTLINE FOR INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWS WITH KEY STAKEHOLDERS
This document provides an outline of the main information that should be obtained from key stakeholders.
1. STAKEHOLDERS AND INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE
General description of the institution (interviewee)
−

Institutional structure: head institution, number and type of departments and regional branches.

−

Number of employees.

−

Competences.

Institutional structure and roles
−
−

Activities and roles performed regarding coastal management (i.e.: monitoring, license, research &
development, execution of coastal works, management, etc.).
Human and technical resources to perform these activities.

−

To which institution are these activities reported? And which institutions report to the interviewee?

−

Procedures related to these activities and institutions involved. Description of these relationships.

−

Identification of constraints and needs for coastal management related to institutional capabilities
and administrative procedures.

−

Closing question: desired role in the ICZM Scoping Study: i) collaborative, ii) consultative, iii)
informative.

Identification of local stakeholders by coastal Governorates (relevant stakeholders for one or few Coastal Units)
2. DATA ASSESSMENT
−

Which projects have been developed by the interviewee during the last 10 years? If possible, the
interviewee should prepare a list.

−

Which coastal data (reference to the Data needs list) does the interviewee produce? (temporal and
spatial resolution?).

−

Are these reports and data available? Under specific requirements?

−

Data collection for the ICZM Scoping Study to be included in the database (database will be
accessible for key stakeholders).

−

Identification of constraints and needs regarding data availability.

−

Identify data constraints and needs for coastal management.
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